Company Profile

A Legendary Story

With the company founder’s most unusual eyesight and strategic decision, Global Power Co., Ltd. was established in Jinzhou Bay Yinghai Industrial Park, Qingdao, China in 2007. Qingdao is already one of the world’s busiest seaports & most famous tourist destinations today. It links China & the rest world by international trade & tourism.

Global Power company occupies an area of over 50,000 square meters. It’s invested and wholly-owned by famous Taiwan Taifly Group, which is among top 20 forklift manufacturers worldwide for quite some years.

Its manufacture diesel, gasoline, LPG, dual fuel & electric forklift trucks and we're an ISO9001 & CE certified enterprise. Considering market share, brand reputation & annual growth, we’re proud to declare that GC POWER forklift is ranked No.5 in China.

GC POWER forklift aims to become the world’s leading forklift. The R&D departments from China & Taiwan seriously study various feedbacks from market and improve the structure & function constantly year by year. Finally we develop a complete series of reliable products for customers all over the world.

With our rapid expansion in the world market in recent years, we believe we will make the brand become a world-resounding one. GC POWER is destined to become a legend in world forklift industry history.

Originated from Taiwan
Produced in China
Serve the Whole World
ERGONOMIC OPERATION ROOM
Long time study of the correlation of ergonomics & operation by our R&D staff finally results in a comfortable & practical operating room. Within such an efficient & spacious operating room, the driver will not feel fatigued even after working for many hours.

STREAMLINED COUNTERWEIGHT
It’s our tradition to make a neat & tidy forklift. The streamlined counterweight design assures not only a graceful appearance but also a swift turning around in narrow aisles & corners.

NEW POWER STEERING WHEEL
Smart power steering wheel is easy to operate & needs no strenuous effort.

INTEGRATED FRAME
Vividly integrated frame meets advanced international safety standard.

STURDY MAST
We choose quality profiled bar to ensure superior strength & stiffness. This effectively avoids steel shape distortion which usually occurs after 3-4 years of usage.

SUPERIOR TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
The self-made high efficiency transmission is characterized by minimum vibration, rapid response & long service life.

WHOLY HYDRAULIC STEERING SYSTEM
This system offers precise steering function and increases operational flexibility drastically.

TOUGH AXLES
The robust front & rear axles can carry heavy loads with ease.
Top 3 in China
Top 20 Worldwide
20,000 Units of Manufacturing Capacity

Graceful Appearance
Mature Assembly Technology

1.5-3.5ton
I.C. FORKLIFT TRUCKS

4.0-5.0ton
I.C. FORKLIFT TRUCKS

6.0-10.0ton
I.C. FORKLIFT TRUCKS
Unique Characteristics

Electronic Forward/Reverse Lever
The driver just needs operate the lever by finger. This design makes GC POWER forklift more powerful in circumstances under which the fork lift needs go forward/backward frequently.

Buffer Design at Mast Bottom
Buffer design outside sharp collision during lowering the mast. This reflects Global Power company’s manufacturing process. Global Power company is the only company in China to introduce Man-machine theory is always the guiding principle during design & manufacturing. We’re proud to provide our customers with more comfortable forklift.

Fashionable LCD Dashboard
The fashionable dashboard is clear at a glance for the driver with exquisite LCD screen & a combination of different colors.

Self-remote Transmission
For the transmission, our manufacture-by-numerics for over a dozen years. We possess complete intellectual property rights. This is similar in China. We know how to produce a more responsive forklift.

• It’s quieter in starting & acceleration and improves the operator’s working efficiency.
• It responds rapidly & smoothly. There is no ‘nose dive’ once after starting forward & backward. Also the vibration is much weaker.
• The transmission is easy to disassemble & re-assemble, which greatly facilitates repair & maintenance.

Automobile Type Differential
The automobile type differential makes power output inside a strength. GCPower adopts Chinese forklift manufacturer with the structure of a self-developed differential.

One-off Shaped Torque Converter
It effectively reduces the power output to the transmission.

Swift & Durable Steering System

Excellent Front Visual Field
This not only ensures safety but also enhances working efficiency.

Easy-to-open Engine Hood

Integrated Frame
The integrated frame further enhances durability & safety for long-term operation.

Excellent Transmission Parts
To keep invariant quality, we attach great importance to the transmission parts. For the piston ring, we use steel one instead of plastic one. For the gasket, steel, valve, friction plate, oil pump and clutch assembly, we import from Japan & Taiwan for longer life cycle.

European Standard Rear Lamp
The location for the rear lamp complies with European standard. This offers warning information effectively to avoid collision.
Electric Stacker & Pallet Truck

We manufacture German-designed 1.0T/1.2T electric stacker and 1.6T/2.0T electric pallet truck.

Options & Attachments

We offer various options & attachments to make GC POWER forklift more versatile to suit different circumstances.